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FRB fact sheet
•Relatively bright radio sources (~ Jy at 1 GHz)
•Broad range of spectral behavior (100 MHz ~ few GHz)
•Uniform sky distribution
•Large all-sky rate (1000s/day > 1 Jy)
•Highly dispersed (>> PSRs)
•Weakly scattered (<< PSRs)
•Narrow pulses with rich morphology
•Wide range of polarization observed
•138 currently published

• We’ll hear about forthcoming CHIME catalog this week.

•22 FRBs are known to repeat
•13+1 FRBs have associated host galaxies
•1 FRB-like source associated with a Galactic magnetar
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“...the next few decades will 
undoubtedly bring about a 
greater understanding of 
radio-bursting objects, including 
Crab-like pulsars in other galaxies, 
counterparts to high-energy 
bursting sources, and other 
classes of objects that are yet to 
be discovered.”

2003

Jim Cordes, Shami Chatterjee, Maura McLaughlin
Cornell Astronomy lab, circa 2000.



Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs)

McLaughlin et al. (2006)

Units of DM [cm-3 pc]

Rule of thumb for MW: 
D ~ (DM/30) kpc
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Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs)

Source: Agarwal et al. (2021) in prep.
http://astro.phys.wvu.edu/rratalog (122 sources)



DM

Single-pulse search pipeline

Cordes & McLaughlin (2003)



An unexpected signal!
DM = 375.  (10x higher than MW)

An unexpected signal!

Interference



… 2007

DM = 375
W = 15 ms



2019: Hindsight is 20-20
Credit: Petroff et al. (2015)

DM = 1187 
W = 24 ms

What might’ve been!



“The burst is also consistent with the radio signal theorised
from an annihilating mini black hole.”

… 2013but then, in 2012, along came this

Credit: Keane et al. 2011/2012

DM = 746
W=8 ms



… 2013more good news followed in 2013



DM delay in FRB 110220
Credit: Thornton et al. (2013)

DM delay in FRB 110220



Energy and redshift estimatesEnergy and redshift ESTIMATES

Rule of thumb
z ~ DM/1000



Most early discoveries came from PKS



2014: FRB 121102 at Arecibo
Credit: Spitler et al. (2014)



•Colliding compact objects (e.g. NS-NS)
•Supernovae
•Collapsing NS → BH (blitzar)
•Black hole absorbing NSs
•Giant pulses from pulsars/magnetars
•Neutron star – asteroid belt interaction
•More exotic (strange) star interactions
•Galactic Flare Stars
•Light sails
•Dark matter
•Cosmic strings
•White holes
•Extra-terrestrial signals

More theories than bursts!



2016:  FRB 121102 repeats!

Credit: Spitler et al. and Scholz et al. (2016)

→ No!

→ No!

→ Maybe?

… or maybe something else?



2017:  FRB 121102 localized!

Credit: NRAO

Credit: Chatterjee et al. (2017)

z = 0.19
(2.3 billion yr)



2018: ASKAP

Credit: CSIRO

Credit: Shannon et al. Nature 562, 386 (2018)

20 FRBs in initial survey
No repetitions in >1000h
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2019: CHIME

Credit: CHIME/FRB Collaboration Nature 566, 230–234 (2019)
Credit: CHIME/FRB Collaboration Nature 566, 235–238 (2019)

Credit: Dunlap Institute



2019: ASKAP

Credit: Bannister et al. Science DOI: 10.1126/science.aaw5903 (2019)

z = 0.32
(4.0 billion yr)



2019: DSA

Credit: OVRO

z = 0.66
(7.9 billion yr)



2020: CHIME

Credit: OVRO

z = 0.0037
(350 million lyr)

Credit: Marcote et al. Nature (2020)



2020: Periodically Repeating FRBs

Credit: OVRO

FRB 190916.J0158+65
Credit: CHIME collaboration et al. (2020)



2020: Periodically Repeating FRBs

Credit: OVRO

Credit: Rajwade et al. (2020)

159.3 day periodicity?!?



2020: A Galactic FRB!

FRB 200428 and SGR 1935+2154
Bochanek et al. 2020; CHIME et al. 2020



2020: The Macquart Relationship

Macquart et al. Nature 2020



2020: Pulsar-like polarimetry

Luo et al. Nature 2020



A bright future ahead!



•Do all FRBs repeat?
• Repeater pulses appear to be different

•How many populations are there?
•Are all repeaters periodic?
•What are the host galaxies telling us?
•What is/are the event rate(s)?
•What about the periodicities

• Suggestive of binary/precessional nature?

•What about beaming?
• The radio pulsar interpretation implies this is significant

•What is/are the DM/redshift distribution(s)?
• Recent work by James et al. suggest that this is following the SFR

•What is/are the luminosity functions?
• They are not standard candles

• Schechter distribution

Some (of many) open questions…


